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He is an outlaw and the only man she can trust. Quinn is a Scottish rebel and outlaw to the

crown--not the sort of man for a proper English lady. But when Lady Catarina is accused of a horrific

crime and is forced to flee Ravensworth castle for her life, the only man she can trust is the one man

who believes she is innocent, Quinn MacVie. Join Quinn and Catarina as they disappear into the

wilds of the Scottish Highlands where danger follows at their heels and desire burns in their hearts.
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After I read, "Jack", I was desperate to find out what happened next with his brother, Quinn who had

gone to save Bella's sister from a tyrant husband now that she and her father were on the run. This

book will grip your attention from the onset and not release you until the end. It's amazing what

survival needs you conjure when love and freedom are the prize.Quinn is Jack's brother who has

fallen in love and married Bella. Bella's sister, Caterina, is married to a controlling husband that

limits her freedoms to maintain control. She feels she is lucky since he does not beat her. Quinn



disguises himself as a monk to gain entrance into their castle and steals Caterina away after her

husband's brother kills him and then blames Caterina for his death. She and Quinn are on the run

with knights and dogs closely tracking them at every turn. Strength is found with the love Quinn and

Caterina find and you will not put this book down until the last page.This book has my highest

recommendation and I read A LOT! I'll be looking for more in this series like a hawk stalking its prey.

"Quinn: A Scottish Outlaw (Highland Outlaws Book 2)" by Lily Baldwin is the second book in her

series, and I loved it just as I did the first. Quinn MacVie is riding in to rescue Lady Caterina

Ravensworth because her father declared he was no longer pledging sovern to the King of England.

Her family thought that she would be hurt by her husband because of this. Quinn and his brothers

are part of a band of highwaymen who ride under cover of masks and using Saints names. Lady

Caterina is definitely in trouble but not from the person that loves her. She steals away into the night

with Quinn but he has an added bonus of having to take care of Caterina's son. So much drama in

this book. I hope it's not the last that we hear about the MacVie brother's.

Lilly Baldwin is an excellent writer! She spins her tales in these little novels with elegance and a

unique flair you don't see in many others of this type... which is why, Miss Lily, I'm thinking your

novels should get bigger, and longer, in short order. I'm putting myself on your mailing list so I'll be

among the first to read your first best selling full length book!

After listening to "Jack" on the Duncurra YouTube channel, I was so eager for Quinn's story to come

out. Jack and Bella are a hard pair to follow, but you have to love Quinn's tenacity. Catarina and

Bella are sisters, but completely different characters. To me, Catarina was a bit less saucy, or I

guess you could say more subdued than Bella, in my opinion. I do think the author did a wonderful

job of making the villain a villain. The ending of Book 2 is so well thought out and leaves room for

the rest of the family of characters to have their stories told without leaving you hanging off the side

of a cliff. I am very much looking forward to Quinn becoming an audio book. I loved the way James

McCreadie narrated Jack's story. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â‚¬ I would easily recommend both books and

audio books.

Wow! What a great story. I did not want to put it down. Quinn's tale is heartwarming. I didn't want it

to end. I also enjoyed Jack, which is the first book in the series. If you haven't read it, I recommend

you start there. I really enjoy Lily Baldwin's books. They are full of fresh ideas and fast paced. If you



are new to Lily Baldwin you will love her if you enjoy authors like Paula Quinn, Margaret Mallory,

Emma Prince and Kiera Montclair. Happy Reading.

I like Quinn. Non-pretentious that he is a thief, and I like the fact that the story did not dawdle on this

fact, but get Quinn to explain to Catarina when the time came to do so. It was actually a nice

surprise when i read that she wanted to remain with her husband - instead of the norm of storyline

where the heroine would leave with the hero.. looking forward to the rest if any..

Lily Baldwin has not written a book I did not like. I love the McVie brothers and I hope there will be

another. If you have not read any of her books this series, The Highland Outlaws and The Isle of

Mull series are just plain good. READ them!

The problem I have found with so-called historical romances is the lack of a good story. This work

focuses on its good story, colorful characters and a light touch on the romantic elements. Quinn

MacVie may be an outlaw, but he is the perfect romantic, yet daring hero. Posing s a monk, he

dashes to the rescue of Lady Catarina Ravensworth. She is not of noble blood, but married well to

Lord Henry Ravensworth ... a cold marital relationship, but she ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“does her

dutyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• by birthing a son. Lord Henry, however, has an evil brother who murders

Henry, frames Catarina and when she flees with Quinn fearing for her own safety and that of her

infant son, the action becomes hectic. This sounds like the sort of plot Shakespeare might have

concocted, but it really works. Baldwin has woven an entertaining tale and she has similar stories in

her list of publications.
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